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1
The Letters and  

Sounds of Greek

1. The Language of the New Testament
You are embarking on the study of one of the most signi!cant lan-

guages in the world. Its importance lies not so much in its wealth of forms 
as in the fact that God used it as an instrument to communicate his Word 
(just as he had earlier used Hebrew and Aramaic). History tells us that 
the ancient Hellenes !rst settled in the Greek peninsula in the thirteenth 
century B.C. Their language consisted of several dialects, one of which—
the Attic spoken in Athens—became the most prominent. It was largely 
a descendent of Attic Greek that was adopted as the of!cial language of 
the Greek empire after the conquests of Alexander the Great, which ac-
counts for its use in the New Testament. This new world language has 
been called the “Koine,” or “common,” Greek since it was the common 
language of everyday commerce and communication. In the city of Rome 
itself, Greek was used as much as Latin, and when Paul wrote his letter 
to the Roman Christians, he wrote it in Greek. This, then, is the language 
of the New Testament, a language belonging to the living stream of the 
historical development of Greek from the ancient Hellenes to the modern 
Athenians, a language spoken by common and cultured people alike, a 

I]Z�Òghi�hiZe�^c�hijYn^c\�CZl�IZhiVbZci�<gZZ`�^h�aZVgc^c\�]dl�
id� gZVY� VcY� lg^iZ� i]Z� <gZZ`� Vae]VWZi#� AZVgc^c\� i]Z� dgYZg� VcY�
hdjcYh�d[�i]Z�<gZZ`�aZiiZgh�l^aa�]Zae�WgZV`�Ydlc�i]Z�higVc\ZcZhh�
WZilZZc� ndj� VcY�<gZZ`!� ZcVWaZ� ndj� id� ÒcY� V�ldgY� ^c� V�<gZZ`"
:c\a^h]�Y^Xi^dcVgn!�VcY�gZkZVa�i]Z�gZaVi^dch]^e�WZilZZc�<gZZ`�VcY�
:c\a^h]�ldgYh#
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language uniquely suited to the propagation of the gospel of Christ when 
it began to be proclaimed among the nations of the world.

2. The Greek Alphabet
The !rst step in studying Greek is learning its letters and sounds. This 

is not as hard as you might think. All the sounds are easy to make, and 
Greek almost always follows the phonetic values of its letters. We should 
mention that the pronunciation you are learning is something of a com-
promise between how the sounds were probably produced in ancient 
times and how they are spelled. This scheme of pronunciation has the 
practical advantage of assigning a sound to only one letter, so that if you 
can remember the pronunciation of a word, you will generally be able to 
remember its spelling.

Below you will !nd the Greek letters with their closest English equiva-
lents. When you have studied them carefully, cover the fourth and !fth 
columns and try to pronounce each letter.

CVbZ
JeeZg"
XVhZ

AdlZg"
XVhZ

:c\a^h] EgdcjcX^Vi^dc

6ae]V % E V
[Wi]Zg��adc\�
WWi��h]dgi�

7ZiV & F W XVaa

<VbbV + K \ ]^[i

9ZaiV ( H Y Zd\

:eh^adc ) I Z W[i

OZiV > ^ o VZpZ

:iV , L Z� dW[n

I]ZiV 5 U i] j^^c

>diV - M ^
bVX]_cZ��adc\�
e_i��h]dgi�

@VeeV / O ` a^c

AVbWYV 0 P a bVbW

Bj 1 Q b cVc
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CVbZ
JeeZg"
XVhZ

AdlZg"
XVhZ

:c\a^h] EgdcjcX^Vi^dc

Cj 2 R c dVbZ

M^ < \ m lVn

Db^Xgdc 3 S d ebZaZi

E^ 4 T e f^c

G]d 6 V g hVi

H^\bV 7 W��b h i^c\

IVj 8 X i jVaZ

Jeh^adc 9 Y j
akiZ��adc\�
eki��h]dgi�

E]^ * J e] f^nh^Xh

8]^ ' G X] Y^Zb^hi

Eh^ = ] eh iVfi

DbZ\V ; [ d� \eaY

i. Note that gamma is pronounced as a hard g (as in gift), never as a soft g (as in 
gem). However, before O��G��or another K, K is pronounced as an n. Thus E?KKIPSb�
(“angel”) is pronounced angelos, not aggelos.

ii. Did you notice that sigma has two forms? It is written � at the end of a word, 
and W in all other positions (see ENTSZWXSPSb “apostle”). The “b” form is called !nal 
sigma.

iii. In ancient Greek, the letter G was probably pronounced like the ch in Scottish 
loch or German Bach. Since this sound does not occur in English, the ch sound in 
chemist may be used instead (i.e., approximately the same sound as for k).

3. Greek Phonology and Morphology
The Greek sounds represented by the letters of the alphabet are called 

phonemes (from J[RLZ, “sound”). Roughly speaking, phonemes are the 
smallest elements that contrast with each other in the phonological sys-
tem of a language. In English, the words pig and big are distinguished 
from each other by the phonemes p and b. Likewise, O and G are different 
phonemes because they affect meaning: INOIMD means “there,” and I?GIM 
means “he has.” Similarly, in Romans 5:1 one phoneme makes the dif-
ference between “we have [I?GSQIR] peace with God” and “let us have 
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[I?G[QIR] peace with God.” Phonemes, then, are sounds that speakers of 
a language know to be meaningful parts of that language.

Phonemes generally combine to form what linguists call morphemes 
(from QSVJLZ, “form”). Morphemes may be de!ned as the minimal units of 
speech that convey a speci!c meaning. Examples of English morphemes 
include -s (occurring as a plural ending in dogs, cats, houses), -ed (occur-
ring as a past-tense ending in loved, hoped, wanted), and -ly (occurring as 
an adverbial ending in badly, nicely, hardly). Just as a knowledge of Eng-
lish morphemes enables us to understand the difference between friend-
ship, friendliness, and unfriendly, so an understanding of Greek morphol-
ogy will aid us in the knowledge of Greek word meanings. You are not 
expected to master Greek phonology and morphology in this course. Still, 
the bene!ts of implementing a linguistic approach, even at an introduc-
tory level, far outweigh the disadvantages of ignoring it altogether.

4. The Greek Vowels
As in English, the Greek letters may be divided into vowels and con-

sonants. Vowels are produced by exhaling air from the lungs. Greek has 
seven vowels: E��I��L��M��S��Y��[. Two of these are always short (I��S); 
two are always long (L��[); and three may be either short or long (E��M��
Y). Hence the tone value of E��M��and Y can be learned only by observing 
speci!c Greek words.

Sometimes two different vowel sounds are combined in one syllable. 
This combination is called a diphthong (from HMZJUSKKSb, “having two 
sounds”). Greek has seven common or “proper” diphthongs, four of 
which end in M, and three of which end in Y:

9^e]i]dc\ EgdcjcX^Vi^dc :mVbeaZ 9ZÒc^i^dc

EM W_haZ EMN[ZR ÆV\ZÇ��X[#�aeon�

IM [_\]i IMNVLZRL ÆeZVXZÇ��X[#�Irene�

SM e_a SM@OSb Æ]djhZÇ��X[#�ecdcdbn�

YM hk_iZ YM.SZb ÆhdcÇ

EY ;Wkhi EYNXSZb ÆhZa[Ç��X[#�autdbdW^aZ�

IY [[kY IYNPSKLXSZb ÆWaZhhZYÇ��X[#�eulogy�

SY heke SYNVERSZb Æ]ZVkZcÇ��X[#�Uranus�
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In some instances, the long vowels E��L��[�are combined with an M. In 
this case the M is written beneath the vowel (E���LÉÖ��[�) and is called an iota 
subscript. Since the M� is not pronounced, these combinations are often 
referred to as “improper diphthongs.” Several words containing an iota  
subscript are found in the opening verses of the Gospel of John, which are 
used in the exercises to this lesson (see §11): ENVGLÖD��EYNX[�D��XLÖD��WOSXMZE��

5. The Greek Consonants
Consonants are produced by interfering with the "ow of air from the 

lungs. The Greek consonants can be classi!ed according to (1) how one 
interferes with the "ow (called the manner of articulation), (2) where one 
interferes with the "ow (called the place of articulation), and (3) whether 
the vocal cords vibrate in producing the sound.

Manner of articulation involves either the complete interruption of the 
"ow of air or the incomplete restriction of the "ow. This distinction pro-
vides the basis for classifying consonants into stops (sometimes called 
mutes, as in F and H) and continuants (sometimes called fricatives, as in 
J and U).

Place of articulation involves three basic possibilities: at the lips (pro-
ducing bilabials, as in Q and T), at the teeth or just behind them (produc-
ing dentals or alveolars, as in H and X), or at the velum or palate (produc-
ing velars or palatals, as in K and O).

Finally, the vibration or lack of vibration of the vocal cords distin-
guishes voiced consonants from unvoiced consonants (note the difference 
between F and T).

Greek also contains four sibilants, or “s” sounds (^��\��W��and�]). Three of these 
are double letters, or combinations of a consonant with an “s” sound (^ [dz], \ [ks], 
and ] [ps]). In addition, Greek has three aspirates, or letters combined with an “h” (U 
[th], J [ph], and G [ch]), and four nasals, so called because the breath passes through 
the nose (P��Q��R��and�V). Acquaintance with these terms will simplify the introduction 
of certain concepts later in this text.

6. The Use and Formation of the Greek Letters
The Greek uppercase letters are the oldest forms of the Greek letters. 

They are found in ancient inscriptions and are used in modern printed 
books to begin proper nouns, paragraphs, and direct speech (where Eng-
lish would use quotation marks). Greek sentences do not, however, begin 
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with capital letters. The lowercase letters are therefore of greater impor-
tance than the capitals and should be mastered !rst.

The following diagram shows you how to form the Greek lowercase 
letters. The arrows indicate the easiest place to begin when writing. No-

tice that many of the letters can be made without lifting pen from paper 
(e.g., F and V are formed with a single stroke, beginning at the bottom). 
Be very careful to distinguish the following pairs of letters: J and ], R and 
Y, R and K, and S and W.

7. Breathing Marks
Every Greek word beginning with a vowel or a diphthong has a symbol 

over it called a breathing mark. The rough breathing mark ( � .) indicates 
that the word is to be pronounced with an initial “h” sound. The smooth 
breathing mark ( � N) indicates that the word lacks this initial “h” sound. 
Thus I.R (“one”) is pronounced hen, and INR (“in”) is pronounced en. The 
breathing mark is always placed over the second vowel of a diphthong 
(e.g., IYNPSKLXSZb, “blessed”). Initial V�and Y�always have the rough breath-
ing mark, as in V.LDQE�(“word”) and Y.TSOVMXLZb�(“hypocrite”). When used 
with V, however, the rough breathing is generally not pronounced (cf. 
“rhetoric,” “rhododendron”). When the initial vowel is a capital letter, the 
breathing mark is placed to the left of it, as in�©%FVEEZQ�(“Abraham”) and 
Ò)FVEMDSb�(“Hebrew”).

8. Greek Punctuation
Although punctuation marks were not used in ancient Greek, they are 

found today in all printed editions of the Greek New Testament. Greek 
has four marks of punctuation. The comma ( , ) and the period ( . ) cor-
respond in both form and function to the English comma and period. The 

E�F�K�H�I�^�L�U�M�O�P�Q�R
\�S�T�V�W[�] X�Y�J�G�]�[
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colon ( � ) and the question mark ( ; ) correspond in function to the English 
colon and question mark but differ in form.

Since there is no punctuation in the earliest manuscripts of the New 
Testament, the punctuation of modern printed editions is often a matter 
of interpretation (e.g., John 1:3b–4). Moreover, because Greek has no 
quotation marks, in several New Testament passages it remains uncertain 
where direct speech begins and ends (e.g., Jesus’ discourse with Nicode-
mus in John 3). These and other problems of punctuation are best treated 
when encountered in the New Testament.

9. Greek Diacritical Marks
Modern printed editions of the Greek New Testament employ three 

different diacritical marks. The apostrophe ( ’ ) indicates the omission of 
a !nal short vowel before a word that begins with a vowel or diphthong, 
as in HM©�EYNXSYD (“through him”) for HME��EYNXSYD (John 1:3). This process 
is called elision (from Lat. elido, “I leave out”). The diaeresis (  ") occurs 
where two vowels that normally combine to form a diphthong are to be 
pronounced separately, as in ©,WEM#Eb (the Greek form of “Isaiah”; John 
1:23). Notice that this word consists of four syllables (©,�WE�M�Eb), not 
three ( ©,�WEM�Eb). Finally, the coronis ( �N) indicates the combination of 
two words with the loss of an intermediate letter or letters. This process 
of merging two words is known as crasis (from OVEDWMb, “a mingling”) 
and is found in such English forms as “I’m,” “you’re,” and “don’t.” In the 
New Testament, crasis occurs in a number of speci!c combinations, the 
most common of which include OENK[Z (for OEM��INK[Z, “and I”; John 1:31) 
and OENOIMZRSb (for OEM��INOIMDRSb, “and he”; John 6:57).

10. The Greek Accents
Printed editions of the Greek New Testament use three accent marks: 

the acute (  Z), the grave (  �), and the circum!ex (  D). The importance of 
accents for the study of Greek is twofold: (1) accents occasionally distin-
guish between words that are otherwise identical (e.g., IMN�means “if,” but 
IM@�means “you are”); and (2) accents serve to indicate which syllable in a 
Greek word is to be stressed in pronunciation. Otherwise, it is possible to 
read New Testament Greek without knowing any more about accents. In 
subsequent lessons, accents will be treated where relevant. For those with 
a special interest in learning the rules of Greek accentuation, Appendix 1 
provides a detailed summary.
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The Greek accents were invented about 200 B.C. as an aid to the cor-
rect pronunciation of Greek among foreigners. The accents originally in-
dicated pitch rather than stress. The acute marked a rise in the voice, and 
the circum"ex marked a rise followed by a fall. The grave accent was not 
usually used. Accents were not regularly employed in texts until after the 
!fth century A.D.

11. Exercises
a. Study the pronunciation of the Greek letters and diphthongs, and 

practice saying each sound aloud. It is exceedingly important to be able to 
read the characters accurately and quickly before proceeding further. An 
incorrect pronunciation will hamper the learning process and easily mis-
lead you into a confusion about words and forms. For the Greek alphabet 
set to a traditional tune, see Appendix 2: “The Greek Alphabet Song.”

b. Pronounce the following Greek words. Notice their similarity to 
English words.

ENTSZWXSPSb� apostle
W[DQE� body (cf. somatic)
J[RLZ� sound (cf. phone)
OEVHMZE� heart (cf. cardiac)
JSZFSb� fear (cf. phobia)
KIZRSb� race (cf. genus)
*MZPMTTSb� Philip
I?\SHSb� departure (cf. Exodus)
^[LZ� life (cf. zoology)
4IZXVSb� Peter
UISZb� God (cf. theology)
KYRLZ� woman (cf. gynecology)
TEXLZV� father (cf. paternal)
]YGLZ� soul (cf. psychology)
TSZPMb� city (cf. political)
'VMWXSZb� Christ

c. Practice writing the Greek lowercase letters in proper order, aiming 
at simplicity and ease of recognition. It is helpful to pronounce the name 
of each letter while writing, since the name contains the sound of the 
letter.
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d. The following passage from John 1:1–5 contains all but three letters 
of the Greek alphabet (only Q, \, and ] are absent). Read these verses 
aloud with proper accentuation, striving for "uency in pronunciation. 
Remember that there are no silent letters in Greek except for the iota 
subscript.

©)R� ENVGLÖD� L@R� S.� PSZKSb�� OEM�� S.� PSZKSb� L@R� TVS�b� XS�R� UISZR��
OEM�� UIS�b� L@R� S.� PSZKSb�� SY`XSb� L@R� INR� ENVGLÖD� TVS�b� XS�R� UISZR��
TEZRXE�HM� N�EYNXSYD�INKIZRIXS��OEM��G[VM�b�EYNXSYD�INKIZRIXS�SYNHI��
I_R��Sa�KIZKSRIR�INR�EYNX[�D�^[L��L@R��OEM��L.�^[L��L@R�XS��J[Db�X[DR�
ENRUV[ZT[R��OEM��XS��J[Db�INR�XLÖD�WOSXMZE��JEMZRIM��OEM��L.�WOSXMZE�
EYNXS��SYN�OEXIZPEFIR�

e. It is important to know something of the history and development of 
the Greek language. Try to read the article “Language of the New Testa-
ment” in a reference book or Bible encyclopedia. For some suggestions, 
see the bibliography given in the Epilogue (§181).
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2
The Greek Verb System

A Bird’s Eye View

12. In!ection
Greek, unlike English, is a highly in!ected language. In"ection refers 

to the changes words undergo in accordance with their grammatical func-
tion in a sentence. Although Greek contains numerous unin"ected words, 
most Greek words undergo in"ection. These words—verbs, nouns, pro-
nouns, adjectives, participles, and the article “the”—have different forms 
to indicate such matters as gender (masculine, feminine, neuter), number 
(singular or plural), and case (nominative, accusative, etc.).

This lesson introduces in"ection in the Greek verb system. A verb is a 
word that makes a statement about a subject (e.g., “I am an apostle”) or 
transfers an action from the subject to an object (e.g., “I see an apostle”). 
Each of the above examples is a clause—a group of words forming a sense 
unit and containing one !nite verb. A !nite verb is one that functions as 
the basic verbal element of a clause. We can say “Christ died” because 
“died” is a !nite form of the verb “die.” We cannot say “Christ dying” (as 
a complete sentence) because “dying” is a non-!nite form.

6h�̂ c�:c\a^h]!�i]Z�\gZVi�bV_dg^in�d[�<gZZ`�hZciZcXZh�XdciV^c�kZgWh�
Vh�ZhhZci^Va�ZaZbZcih#�I]Z�eg^bVgn�\dVa�d[�i]^h�aZhhdc�^h�jcYZg"
hiVcY^c\�i]Z�XdcXZei�d[�^cÓZXi^dc�^c�i]Z�<gZZ`�kZgW!�I]Z�ldgY�^c"
ÓZXi^dc�XdbZh�[gdb�i]Z�AVi^c� inflecto!�Æ>�WZcY#Ç�>cÓZXiZY�ldgYh�
VgZ�ÆWZciÇ�dg�VaiZgZY�[gdb�i]Z�h^beaZhi�[dgb�Z^i]Zg�Wn�X]Vc\Zh�
id�i]Z�hiZb�d[�i]Z�ldgY�dg�Wn�X]Vc\Zh�XVjhZY�Wn�i]Z�VYY^i^dc�d[�
bdge]ZbZh�id�i]Z�hiZb#�>i�^h�ZhhZci^Va�id�\gVhe�i]Z�XdcXZei�d[�^c"
ÓZXi^dc�Vh�lZaa�Vh�i]Z�WgdVY�eZgheZXi^kZ�d[�i]Z�<gZZ`�kZgW�hnhiZb�
WZ[dgZ�hijYn^c\�i]Z�X]Vc\Zh�i]ZbhZakZh#
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Finite verbs in Greek consist of two basic parts: a stem, which contains 
the lexical or dictionary meaning of the word, and one or more af"xes, 
which indicate the function of the word in the particular sentence where 
it occurs. An af!x added to the beginning of a word is called a pre"x, 
one that is added within a word is called an in"x, and one that is added 
to the end of a word is called a suf"x. English verbs such as “break” are 
illustrative: “break-” is the present stem, and to it the suf!x of the third 
person singular is added, giving “breaks.” “Brok-” is the past stem, giving 
us “broken” for the past participle. In Greek, af!xes are used to convey 
similar types of grammatical information.

The beginning student of Greek is sometimes bewildered by the com-
plexity of Greek verbs in comparison with English verbs. Notice, for ex-
ample, the forms for the English verb “have”:

I_d]kbWh FbkhWb

<_hij�F[hied >�]VkZ lZ�]VkZ

I[YedZ�F[hied ndj�]VkZ ndj�]VkZ

J^_hZ�F[hied ]Z�has i]Zn�]VkZ

Here English makes use of independent pronouns to indicate person 
and number (“I,” “you,” “we,” etc.), except in the third person singular 
(where “have” becomes “has”). But what English can do in only one of 
its six forms, other languages can do in each of the six forms by means 
of in!ection. For example, the Spanish forms for tener, “to have,” are as 
follows:

(yo) tengo (nosotros) tenemos
(tú) tienes (vosotros) tenéis
(él) tiene (ellos) tienen

Here the pronouns in parentheses are optional elements, so that “I 
have” is simply tengo, “we have” is tenemos, and so forth. French uses a 
combination of personal endings and personal pronouns to get the mes-
sage across, as in avoir, “to have”:

j’  ai nous avons
tu  as vous avez
il  a ils ont
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German does much the same thing, as in haben, “to have”:

ich habe wir haben
du hast ihr habt
er hat sie haben

Notice that in both French and German the personal pronouns “I,” 
“you,” “we,” and the like are not optional, just like in English. Greek, 
however, is more like Spanish in that a different form of the verb is used 
to indicate both person and number. This is accomplished by the af!xing 
of person-number suf"xes to the verb stem. This stem is called the lexi-
cal morpheme since it conveys the lexical meaning of the word (i.e., the 
meaning found in the dictionary). Thus the Greek word for “I have,” I?G[��
consists of the lexical morpheme ING- (meaning “have”) plus the person-
number suf!x [ (meaning “I”). If the various suf!xes of the present tense 
are now added to this stem, we get the following forms:

I?G[ I have I?GSQIR we have

I?GIMb you have I?GIXI you have

I?GIM he has I?GSYWM they have

These suf!xes are also used in many other verbs. When the same pattern 
of suf!xes is used by several words, that pattern is called a paradigm 
(from TEVEZHIMKQE, “pattern”).

13. Mood
Notice that each form of I?G[ given above makes an af!rmation. 

In Greek an af!rmation is said to be in the indicative mood. The term 
“mood” comes from the Latin modus, meaning “measure” or “manner.” 
Mood refers to the manner in which the speaker relates the verbal idea 
to reality. The indicative mood indicates that the speaker af!rms the fac-
tuality of the statement (as in “I have mercy”). Greek has other moods 
as well: a verb can express a command (the imperative mood: “Lord, 
have mercy”); it can express contingency (the subjunctive mood: “though 
he have mercy”); and it can express a verbal idea without limiting it by 
specifying person and number (the in"nitive mood: “to have mercy is bet-
ter than to offer sacri!ces”). These four moods—indicative, imperative, 
subjunctive, and in!nitive—are the ones most frequently encountered in 
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the New Testament. The optative mood, which generally expresses a po-
lite request (“may he have mercy”), is not widely used.

Because the indicative mood af!rms the factuality of an action, it is 
called the mood of reality. It is also the customary or “unmarked” mood 
in Greek. The other moods are variations of the indicative, and are called 
potential moods because they represent action that is possible but not ac-
tual. It should be emphasized that the speaker’s choice of mood does not 
necessarily correspond to objective reality. The speaker may be deliber-
ately masking the real mood or even be lying. When, for example, Peter 
was asked whether he was a disciple of Jesus, he replied “I am not” (John 
18:17). Here the indicative mood refers only to purported reality, since 
Peter was, of course, a disciple.

14. Voice
In addition to mood, Greek verbs are also said to express voice. Where-

as mood refers to the way in which the speaker chooses to af!rm the real-
ity or unreality of an action, voice refers to the way in which the speaker 
chooses to relate the grammatical subject of a verb to the action of that 
verb. A verb is said to be in the active voice when the subject is presented 
as performing the action, as in “I hear a man” (ENOSYZ[�E?RUV[TSR). Here 
ENOSYZ[ (“I hear”) is an active verb since the subject of the verb is doing 
the hearing rather than being heard. There are two other voices in Greek: 
the passive and the middle. In the passive voice the subject is pictured 
as being acted upon (e.g., “I am being heard”). In the middle voice the 
subject is pictured as acting in its own interest. Something of the force of 
the middle voice can be seen by comparing the following New Testament 
verses:

(a) Active: “They put on him his own clothes” (Matt 27:31).
(b) Middle: “Do not put on two tunics” (Mark 6:9).

Both by frequency and emphasis the active is the normal or “unmarked” 
voice in Greek. It highlights the action of the verb, whereas the middle 
and passive highlight the grammatical subject.

15. Tense (Aspect)
In addition to mood and voice, a Greek verb is also said to have tense. 

The tenses in Greek are the present, the future, the imperfect, the aorist 
(pronounced “ air-rist”), the perfect, the pluperfect, and the future perfect. 
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The present, future, perfect, and future perfect are sometimes called pri-
mary (or principal) tenses, while the imperfect, aorist, and pluperfect are 
sometimes called secondary (or historical) tenses. In the indicative mood, 
the usual English equivalents of these tenses are as follows:

IZchZ 6Xi^kZ�Kd^XZ EVhh^kZ�Kd^XZ

EgZhZci I love I am being loved

;jijgZ I will love I will be loved

>beZg[ZXi I was loving I was being loved

6dg^hi I loved I was loved

EZg[ZXi I have loved I have been loved

EajeZg[ZXi I had loved I had been loved

;jijgZ�eZg[ZXi I will have loved I will have been loved

Notice how many tenses in English are formed with the present or past 
tense of the verb in question together with some part of “will,” “have,” or 
“be.” When so used, the latter are called auxiliary verbs, and the resulting 
combinations (e.g., “I will have been loved”) are called composite tenses. 
Other auxiliary verbs in English are “should” and “would.” Koine Greek 
has a much smaller number of composite tenses and only one auxiliary 
verb.

Besides tense, linguists also speak of aspect in describing the Greek 
verb system. The term “aspect” refers to the view of the action that the 
speaker chooses to present to the hearer. There are three categories of as-
pect in Greek: imperfective, perfective, and aoristic. Imperfective aspect 
focuses on the process or duration of the action. Perfective aspect focuses 
on the state or condition resulting from a completed action. Aoristic as-
pect focuses on the verbal idea in its entirety, without commenting upon 
either the process or the abiding results of the action. The aorist does not 
deny that these aspects may be present; in keeping with its name—EN�
SZVMWXSb “un-de!ned”—it simply chooses not to comment. The aoristic is 
the normal or “unmarked” aspect in Greek. A deviation from the aoristic 
to another aspect is generally exegetically signi!cant.

Each of these categories of aspect intersects with the Greek tenses 
(with some overlapping). Imperfective aspect intersects with the pres-
ent, imperfect, and future tenses; aoristic aspect intersects with the aorist, 
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present, and future tenses; and perfective aspect intersects with the per-
fect, pluperfect, and future perfect tenses. This may be illustrated by the 
following diagram:

Time of Action

Kind of Action EVhi EgZhZci ;jijgZ

>beZg[ZXi^kZ >beZg[ZXi�
I was loving

EgZhZci�
I am loving

;jijgZ�
I will be loving

6dg^hi^X 6dg^hi�
I loved

EgZhZci�
I love

;jijgZ�
I will love

EZg[ZXi^kZ EajeZg[ZXi�
I had loved

EZg[ZXi�
I have loved

;jijgZ�EZg[ZXi�
I will have loved

Notice that the imperfect tense is always imperfective; the aorist tense 
is always aoristic; and the pluperfect, perfect, and future perfect tenses 
are always perfective. The present is basically imperfective (“I am lov-
ing”), though it may also be aoristic (“I love”). Likewise, the future tense 
is sometimes imperfective (“I will be loving”) and sometimes aoristic (“I 
will love”), the context alone conveying this information. Since the future 
tense is primarily concerned with future time, its aspectual signi!cance is 
less marked than the other tenses.

16. The Signi"cance of Tense (Aspect) for Reading Greek
Even in the early stages of learning, it is important to become aware of 

both the importance and the function of aspect in the Greek verb system. 
Unlike English, the most signi!cant feature of tense in Greek is kind of 
action. A secondary consideration of tense, and one that applies only in 
the indicative mood, is time of action. But the essential signi!cation of 
the Greek tense system is the kind of action—whether it is represented as 
ongoing, !nished, or simply as an occurrence. Hence there are really only 
three tenses in Greek (as in English): past, present, and future. The other 
“tenses” are, in fact, merely alternative uses of these three tenses in con-
junction with the three aspects (imperfective, perfective, and aoristic).

In summary, then, tense in Greek is determined by the writer’s por-
trayal of the action with regard to aspect and (in the indicative mood) to 
time. This accounts for the fact that two different authors may portray 
the action of the same event differently. For instance, Matthew writes 
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that Jesus “gave” (I?H[OIR, aorist indicative) the loaves to the disciples 
(Matt 14:19), while Mark writes that Jesus “kept giving” (INHMZHSY, imper-
fect indicative) them out (Mark 6:41). Here Matthew focuses on the bare 
idea of the action, while Mark emphasizes its continuance, implying that 
the miracle took place in the very hands of Jesus. Even the same writer 
may portray the same action differently in different contexts. Paul, for ex-
ample, uses the aorist participle in reference to the resurrection of Christ 
when viewing it as a simple event (Rom 8:11) and the perfect participle 
when emphasizing the state of Christ’s risenness (2 Tim 2:8). Hence the 
basic issue with regard to tense is always the question of how much—or 
how little—the writer wishes to say about the kind of action involved.

17. Exercises
The chief aim of this lesson is to provide you with an awareness, in 

a general way, of the Greek verb system, enabling you to see the work 
ahead of you in its totality and to get an idea of its scope. You are not 
expected to memorize anything in this lesson. Instead, read the lesson 
carefully, concentrating particularly on those areas of the Greek verb that 
are newest to you. If you do this, you will have a much better feel for the 
overall functioning of the Greek language as you progress through this 
grammar.


